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hose who believe design patents can
provide only a second-class form of
weak protection may need to reconsider. In June 2012, District Judge Lucy
H. Koh issued a design patent preliminary
injunction order in Apple v. Samsung1 that
blocks Samsung, at least temporarily, from
selling in the U.S. popular tablet computers
that look like Apple’s iPads. In July 2012,
two more preliminary injunction orders
based on design patents were granted in
Cornucopia Products v. Dyson2 (bladeless
fan design) and Hutzler v. Bradshaw3 (onion
and garlic holders). At the time of this writing, Apple v. Samsung is in its third week
of trial and Apple is requesting two billion
dollars in design patent infringement damages alone.4 Regardless of the ultimate case
outcome, Apple has shown that a design
patent can be a potent weapon of intellectual property enforcement efforts.
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In past columns we discussed the legal
aspects of various claiming strategies for
obtaining broader design patent protection.
Now let’s consider some additional practical tips to further strengthen the enforcement and protective power of a design
patent.
Design with a design patent in mind
- Before putting pen to paper or mouse to
pad, first consider the general principles
and parameters of design patent law. A 
design patent does not protect function or
the general concept of a design. Rather, it
protects only the ornamental appearance of
a design. This presents one of the greatest
challenges of design patent prosecution:
how to prevent competitors from doing
too much “concept copying” when protection is limited to the design as shown and
designs deceptively similar under the ordinary observer test.
One approach you may consider is to
step into the shoes of a competitor and
attempt your own design around. Analyze
your design and determine what dominant
visual features distinguish it from the prior
art and establish its own visual brand
identity in the marketplace. It might be
uniquely shaped corners or a clever combination of other design features. Now see
if you can produce a similar visual impression with another design that changes
one or more visually significant design
features. For example, if your design has
four uniquely rounded corners on a casing,
could a competitor copy three and change
the fourth to a squared off corner? If your
design has three uniquely raised pads on a
hollow nail buffer square in cross section
and rectangular in length, could a competitor simply add a fourth identical pad? In
that event, a competitor might be able to
copy your unique design concepts enough
to trade off of your design in the marketplace but be able to escape infringement
under the ordinary observer test.
If you are able to create such design
arounds, then you should consider applying for additional patents to strengthen
protection. These additional applications
can show the entire alternative designs, or
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perhaps more effectively, show the visually
significant features in solid lines and the
remainder of the design in broken lines. In
the examples above, multiple applications
could be filed that showed (1) one, two, and
three rounded casing corners in solid lines
and the remainder in broken lines and (2)
nail buffers with one, two, and four raised
pads in solid lines and the remainder in
broken lines. If patents were granted on
these applications (which would of course
depend on the prior art), then a competitor would have a much more difficult time
avoiding infringement.
Have you done an effective prior art
search? One is not required before submitting a design patent application, but it
certainly can help to strengthen protection.
A  search can determine if there are any
potential primary and secondary references
that may cause trouble with validity. If you
know about them before filing, you can
make any needed design modifications.
Further, since post-Egyptian Goddess5
infringement comparisons are conducted in
light of the prior art, you can get a sense of
how discriminative the objective ordinary
observer will be and make modifications to
the design if necessary to increase the zone
of protection. A  typical barrier to comprehensive prior art searches is the expense,
but additional free resources are continually becoming available.6 And the money
spent for a fee-based search usually will
reward you many times over.
Remember the importance of getting the
design patent drawings correct before you
file your application. Although solid lines
may be converted to broken lines and vice
versa, substantive changes made to the
drawings after filing likely will be met with
a new matter rejection.7 If the drawings
must be changed, you likely will lose your
original filing date, which may make your
design application susceptible to additional
invalidating prior art.
Keep the concept of functionality in mind
when designing. Entire patented designs
are rarely invalidated as being dictated by
function, but individual design features will
be “factored out” of the infringement analysis if they are considered functional.8 Is
there an alternative way to design a feature
that will perform the same function? If not,
then be prepared for an accused infringer to
claim the feature is functional and consider
a redesign if possible.
Have you made sure that your design
can be built as drawn? Your design may

look impressive on paper, but after the
manufacturer takes a look, they may tell
you certain features will need to be changed
to make the manufacturing process achievable or more practical. If you have already
filed for a design patent and cannot reapply with modified drawings due to prior
art or other problems, then your patented
design will look different from your product. The ordinary observer test requires
the accused product to be compared to the
patented design and not to the commercial
embodiment, if different.9 If the changes
are significant, you may have unwittingly
shown your competitor an easy way to avoid
infringement of the patented design. So
try to get the manufacturer to confirm the
design can be built as drawn before the
patent application is filed.  
Strike a proper balance between
claiming too much and claiming too
little – Many designs are claimed by illustrating the entire drawing in solid lines and
by including lots of detail. This technique
often helps distinguish prior art and also
renders a design patent more resistant to
invalidity attacks. But as mentioned above,
pure solid line drawing and added detail
make the patent easier to design around.
By contrast, many other designs are
claimed with portion claiming techniques
such as broken line claiming, illustrating
only a portion of the article of manufacture,
and by eliminating detail. A  patent on a
portion may be more difficult to obtain due
to increased vulnerability to the prior art.
But portion claiming also can significantly
strengthen design patent protection since
design portions typically are harder to
design around.
The outside parameters of portion claiming usually are limited only by what the
prior art will permit and what your prosecution budget will allow in terms of multiple
patent applications. But the ultimate decision on how much or how little to claim will
depend on many factors and your unique
circumstances. Are you operating in a
litigious industry and are you planning on
litigating, licensing, or just using the patent for marketing? Do you plan on rolling
out staged improvements over time where
earlier designs will become obsolete (and
you will file additional patent applications
on the improvements), or is this a one-time
proposition? Are there currently any products on the market that likely will infringe?
Are you planning on manufacturing and
selling, and what is your anticipated profit

margin and amount that can be devoted
to additional prosecution and enforcement
efforts? Consideration of these factors and
circumstances will help determine the
proper claiming approach. Finally, portion
claiming can have a significant impact on
your ability to obtain a preliminary injunction and to recover damages under 35
U.S.C. § 284. These topics are discussed in
more detail below.
Consider filing a continuation application – Those with larger prosecution
budgets can file multiple patent applications right from the start. Applicants with
more modest budgets still can obtain the
benefit of multiple applications and patents
by filing continuation applications. A good
time to consider a continuation application is after notice of allowance but before
the issue fee is paid. If competitors are
copying portions of your design, consider
filing a continuation with a portion claim
by converting non-copied features of the
previously claimed design to broken lines.
Remember that design patent prosecution may be continued with a continuation application, divisional application,10
and with a continuing prosecution application.11 Design patent prosecution may not
be continued with a continuation in part
application12 or a request for continued
examination.13 An added benefit of keeping
an application active through continuation
practice is that the design can be modified through solid/broken line conversions
to capture or block competitor’s design
around attempts.
Consider filing for a broadening reissue – Another way to strengthen your
ability to protect against competitor design
around attempts is to file for a broadening
reissue patent. Such an application can be
filed up to two years after the patent issued.
Broadening reissue patents are granted only
if an error without any deceptive intention
is made in a patent.14 The “error” can be
that the original patent failed to include
“a design for a patentably distinct segregable part of the design claimed” or “a
patentably distinct subcombination of the
claimed design.”15 Remember that absolute
and equitable intervening rights may exist
for those who are already manufacturing,
selling, using, or importing into the U.S. a
product that does not infringe the original
patent but that may infringe the reissue
patent.16
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Be proactive on functionality – The
standard for determining whether a design
or design feature is ornamental or functional remains unsettled.17 However, several recent cases have used a list of factors
that expands upon the strict “dictated by
function” standard.18 When these factors
are used in the analysis, a design patentee’s
actions regarding advertising, statements
in related utility patents, and additional
inventing can have a significant influence
on the functionality determination. For
example, if beneficial function of the design
is advertised, consider identifying the specific feature that performs the beneficial
function and do not attribute the benefit
to the design as a whole. If functionality is
found, such an approach could help preserve the validity of the patent and limit
the functionality finding to the “factoring
out” of a design feature in the infringement
analysis.19
If related utility patents are being prosecuted, be mindful that functionality statements in the specification will be reviewed
and considered. A  utility patent specification might be a good place to explain that
alternate designs do exist that can perform
the same function. Finally, after the design
is claimed, consider continuing to work
on improving the design with alternative
features that function as well or better or
that can be manufactured at the same or
less cost. Proof of such alternative designs
can be highly persuasive evidence that the
original design or design features are not
functional.20
Demonstrate irreparable harm and a
nexus for preliminary injunctive relief
– A  preliminary injunction is an effective
tool for immediately shutting down your
competitor’s infringing activities. But to
obtain such an injunction, you must show
among other things that you will suffer
irreparable harm if the injunction is not
granted and that there is a connection, or
nexus, between the infringer’s activities
and the irreparable harm.21 Such a nexus
can be established by showing that the
product’s design caused demand for the
product.22
Establishing such a nexus can be challenging. Indeed, the difficulty of establishing the general connection between product
design and product demand was the reason
Congress passed 35 U.S.C. 289 (providing
the right to collect the infringer’s profits
without an apportionment requirement).23
Remember that the more you portion claim,
3

the more difficult it may be to establish a
nexus because the design patent will not
be the same as the entire article of manufacture.24
Additionally, the law in this area is
underdeveloped. A  more mature area of
patent law that may be helpful for analogous reference is that governing the establishment of a nexus for the secondary
consideration of commercial success. Of
particular help may be the procedural
framework requiring the patentee to make
only a prima facie showing that design
drove demand, after which the burden of
coming forward with contrary evidence
shifts to the accused infringer.25 Cases also
exist that explain how to raise an inference
of nexus when the patented feature is only
a portion of the article sold.26
Make alternative arguments and preserve error – A number of important legal
principles in design patent law remain
unsettled, such as the standard for proving obviousness,27 the standard for proving
functionality,28 and whether the ordinary
observer test should be conducted as a side
by side comparison.29  When briefing these
issues, it may be tempting to argue only the
approach that best supports your client’s
position.   But consider offering argument
and evidence on all alternative standards.
This approach likely will be more persuasive to a court and may help uphold
on appeal a favorable result regardless of
how the law develops. And if you suffer an
unfavorable result, then your argument and
evidence on the alternative standard should
be preserved for appeal.
Carefully consider your damage theories - Design patent damages can include
lost profits or a reasonable royalty under 35
U.S.C. § 284, or the infringer’s profits under
35 U.S.C. § 289. Each damage approach
has advantages and disadvantages and the
damage theory you pursue should depend
on the unique circumstances of the case.
Do you have a case of willful infringement?
Enhanced damages are available under §
284, but not under § 289.30 Is the patented
design only a portion of the product sold or
might you have trouble proving that product
demand and sales were driven entirely by
product design? If so, then consider pursuing damages based on the infringer’s profits
because there is no apportionment requirement under § 289.31  Rather, damages will
be based on the profit made on the entire
product sold and can also include profits
of each entity in the distribution chain.� Is
4

the accused infringer using the product as
a loss leader or otherwise making very little
profit on sales? Then your own lost profits
or a reasonable royalty under § 284 likely
will be preferable.  
Use experts – In the past some courts
dismissed expert testimony based on a view
that design patents were simple and the
court and jury could easily serve as ordinary
observers.33 But recent case law suggests
that judicial acceptance and reliance on
expert testimony in design patent cases in
on the rise.34 Potential areas for experts are
infringement under the ordinary observer
test and scope of the prior art, anticipation
and obviousness, functionality, inventorship, inequitable conduct, indefiniteness,
drafting conventions, and damages. The use
of qualified experts can greatly strengthen
your case, and those who do not use experts
do so at their potential peril.35
Keep up closely with the law Following Egyptian Goddess and the demise
of the “point of novelty” test, design patent
law is going through an exciting period of
rapid development. Litigants and courts
are developing and refining approaches
and methods to both enforce design patents
and to defend against infringement allegations. Design patent law is an area ripe for
creativity, and those who wish to obtain
the strongest form of protection are wise to
carefully monitor the latest developments in
the case law and literature.
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